GROUP RATES CHILDREN 2022
Be amazed

From the Mediterranean to the tropics, from sea turtles to fluorescent corals, experience the captivating underwater wonders of our Blue Planet!

Explore

The interactive exhibition Monaco and the Ocean will take you on a journey through time, following in the footsteps of princes Albert I, Rainier III and HSH Prince Albert II.

"Oceanomania"

One of the largest troves of marine curiosities in the world, created by artist Mark Dion.

ConTemplate

The roof terrace is a relaxing spot, with its restaurant and playground for children as well as a clear view of the Mediterranean and the Principality of Monaco, the roof terrace is a relaxing spot, offering a restaurant and children's play area.

Enjoy

Explore the ocean without even getting wet! Equipped with a virtual reality helmet, come face to face with the giants of the sea with the ImmerSEAve 360° activity.

Dive

Here you are at a depth of 10 m!

IMMERSION recreates key events in the life of a reef to offer you "just one dive" an encounter with the most emblematic species of the Great Barrier Reef. Every 6 minutes a spectacular event will surprise you and give your dive tempo!
PERSONALISED VISIT

Group rates are applicable from 20 paying persons
Children: from 4 to 17 years old
Children under 4 years old: free admission

TICKET FOR THE OCEANOGRAPHIC MUSEUM OF MONACO

Children 9 €
Adult* 15 €

PACK ENTRY + 1 ACTIVITY

OPTIONS

ACTIVITIES

GUIDED TOUR * ImmerSEAve 360° DISCOVERING THE CORAL REEFS

Price per animation:
Children 4 €
Adult* 7 €

package for up to 30 people / beyond that, a second group package based on 20 people will be invoiced at 60 euros

LUNCH

MENU ENFANT

Children 14 €

Chicken with french fries, big chocolate chip cookie and chocolate ice cream. Choice of water or soda

(Assert menu: please contact us)

* Preferential adult group rates for additional accompannators

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY FOR CHILDREN

DISCOVERING THE CORAL REEFS

This new interactive animation offers a real virtual dive into the heart of one of the seven wonders of the world: the Great Barrier Reef of Australia!

ACTIVITY FOR YOUNG

To discover: tropical aquarium, mediterranean aquarium, Monaco and the Ocean, the temporary exhibition Immersion …

Languages:

*Due to exceptional conditions, the guided tour is only available for groups of 10 people maximum.

IMMERSEAve 360°

Equipped with a virtual reality mask, dive into the heart of the Tubbataha reef in the Philippines before setting sail to meet marine mammals: an unforgettable experience to live and to share!

Guided tour* To discover: tropical aquarium, mediterranean aquarium, Monaco and the Ocean, the temporary exhibition Immersion …

Languages:

*To comply with the sanitary measures in force, all the activities are thought-out and proposed in the strictest rules.

FREE TICKET FOR ACCOMPAGNATORS

CHILDREN GROUPS
One free accompanying children for 10 paying visitors
Free for drivers

RESERVATION

For all group visits, please request a quote and availability using the «Reservation Request» form, online
https://musee.oceano.org/visite-de-groupe/

ACTIVITIES

Accompanied by a guide, discover the marine world where a thousand anecdotes and human adventures will be revealed to you.

Observe the collections, admire the richness of the building, contemplate the aquariums, real living paintings…

An exciting and fun visit!
You can picnic outside in the Jardins Saint-Martin, next to the children’s playground. If it rains, you can sit inside the galleries of the Parking des Pêcheurs. Beware, our gull friends are very greedy, so watch your sandwiches and don’t feed them.

The planet is counting on you! Do not leave anything behind when you leave.

**ACCESS & PARKING**

**By bus**
Parking des Pêcheurs  
Access: Avenue de la quarantaine - 98000 Monaco  
GPS: 43.73163 7.427318  
For more info: 00377 98 98 82 30 - www.monaco-parkings.mc

Please note: access to the Principality is sometimes complicated due to traffic; allow at least half an hour from the entrance to Monaco to the Parking des Pêcheurs and 5 to 10 minutes for access to the Museum via the escalators.

When reserving your place by telephone, specify that it is a reservation for the Oceanographic Museum in order to benefit from the daily preferential rates* below:

**SCHOOL CHILDREN GROUPS, CHARITY ASSOCIATIONS OR SPORTS EVENTS:** 50€

Other groups
01/01 au 20/03/2022: 140 €
01/11 au 31/12/2022: 140 €

21/03 au 31/10/2022 : 170 €

*group rates available as from 20 paying people

**By train**

With over 50 TER trains/day, Monaco is only 20' away from Nice. From the Monaco train station, take the exit «direction Fontvieille» and reach the Museum in about 20 minutes.

**By city bus**

Lines 1 & 2 to Monaco-Ville.  
For more info: www.cam.mc

**ATTENTION:** The Exotic Garden can no longer accommodate buses, that are invited to use the Parking des Pêcheurs, next to the Museum. The combined ticket includes a city bus ticket for transfers between both sites. BUS: LIGNE N°2 « MONACO-VILLE / JARDIN EXOTIQUE »

**OPENING HOURS**

January to March: 10:00am – 6:00pm
April to June: 10:00am – 7:00pm
July and August: 9:30am – 8:00pm
September: 10:00am – 7:00pm
October to December: 10:00am – 6:00pm

**FOR ANY INFORMATION,**
and for your personalised group outings, the Groups Department is at your disposal:  
(00377) 93 15 36 40 - resa@oceano.org